Fifteen, five times three, fifteen times one, fifteen times teen. A split
time in life, not a child, not an adult, not anything but teen with too
many questions about all of it. Peek outside and see nothing too much
diffferent with fifteen ager eyes, it looks the same but sounds different
as my mind grabbed a hold of musically gifted artists that spun me
around in fifteen different directions about life, wars, positions,
placements, ideas that I never posited as a ten year old, not caring
about much except finishing my studies, passing my exams, and playing
outside hopscotch with friends and watching TV when allowed. Not
much entered into my sheltered life of a ten year old person not
expecting to be fifteen and fill up with too many questions about all of
it. Trying to change some part of it, make my hair part on the side, cut it
short, wear a different kind of blouse, without knowing if that was part
of the answer to all the questions that crowd my fifteen ager old mind
with noise about where when how who what why it will all evolve into
some kind of order. It must arrive, some kind of order that imparts the
knowledge to know where what how who why, with some ideas straight
to the point. Nothing is vague, just mysterious, a fine point to banter
over dinner with friends at one day in the future, how it will unfurl like a
flag on a holiday, with all the strips and stars in the right order and the
right color and have a place, a purpose, a path, a use, clearly defined.
Where to make the border, how to divine the future, what will be
cannot be seen, or determined, so I put on another record on the record
player and dream that it might be this way or it might be another way,
split in half with ideas that cannot be the same as I had when I was ten,
or maybe they stayed the same. It was music that evolved my fifteenager mind into shapes and curves flexing ideas that bumped up and out
of my mind, or sometimes my mouth, until I picked up some paints and
made that part of me shine.
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